How to Uncover a ZOG Snitch!

The Aryan Resistance Movement is plagued by government and private 'watchdog' paid informants, whether in structured
organizations or in cells of smaller resistance groups. Small units (two to five people) of Leaderless Resistance cells are much more
immune from ZOG undercover agents than are larger and structured organizations.
When a group is infiltrated, Skins should always take notes of physical and mental traits of therats, in order to predict future scum.
Government undercover operatives among skinhead groups arein the age group of between 18 and 25. In Klan or other groups, the
average age is from 35 to 50.
Most of these informants are in poor physical shape and have a snaky shiftless look to their faces. Many have alcohol or drug
abuse problems They usually weasel their way close to the leader by donating large amounts of money. They are available 24
hours a day to donate time and service to the Cause. They seem too good to be true and they usually are!
They want to get involved with security and do office work where they can get their hands on the mailing list or go through incoming
mail. They will try to get into these sensitive positions very quickly after joining. They will try to ingratiate themselves to the leader by
being a close friend and learning all about the person's habits, personal problems and daily schedule.
They have a tendency to exaggerate their exploits and tell many small lies to earn credibility. They try, usually within six months, to
get the leader or members to commit illegal acts. They most often DON'T have a job, or even if they do have even a minimum wage
job but always seem to have plenty of cash.
Most informants are recruited from prison. Most of these men were convicted on drug, burglary or armed robbery charges. They
make a deal with State or Federal agencies, such as the FBI, for either probation or to clean their criminal record.
Other informants come from groups who were convicted of racially motivated crimes ('hate' crimes) or financially motivated crimes
such as robbery or burglary.
When a racial comrade is arrested and convicted, it is the responsibility of his comrades to gather intelligence on the case and keep
in contact with the comradein jail. If an associate receives a six year sentence, with probation or parole, the comrade could get out

in three to four years.
If the comrade gets out in six months, it's a great possibility he or she has made a deal to be an informant. If comrades would use a
little brain power and keep current on the status of imprisoned comrades, these type of informants would be neutralized.
The more difficult type of government informant is the family member or friend of an Aryan activist who either has a beef with the
activist, or wants money.
Most government informants are usually losers. More often as not, government informants lie to their ZOG handlers about the
activities of their targets to justify their continued employment.
The way to defeat the informant is to get the new recruit's photograph, driver's license, and social security number. Go to an office
supply store and get a standard employment application form and have the new person fill it out. Check out the person's past five to
ten years of employment or residency record and run a background/credit check.
Don't be afraid to invest a few dollars in phone calls to check out his statement. If you can afford it, a lie detector or voice stress
analyzer shouldbe used on all associates occasionally to weed out any rats.
Sometimes activists can give information to a suspected informant as bait and see what develops from a reaction from authorities.
Care and judgment must be used in this disinformation trap! Another valuable weapon against informants is a fax machine. Photos
of suspected informants can be transmitted at the speed of a telephone call to proven activists.
Prevention is still the best medicine against informants. Stay small and avoid large structured organizations.
Leaderless Resistance in small cells is the way to go!!
We don't need any more informants or turncoats. Maybe a personality test,such as Usher's Personality Profile Test should be given
to prospective associates.
There have been so many informants and turncoats within the ranks of the 'movement' of ours over the past thirty years, that it
would take a small book to list their names.
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